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From the Desk of Pat White, General Manager

Looking Forward to 2017……

As we close the books on 2016, I am excited for a new year! We will be ramping 
up our network upgrades again…. Focusing on Bennett! Following the 
completion of our original fiber-to-the-node loan design, we were approximately 
51% under budget! With approximately $9 Million undisbursed on our loan, the 
Board of Directors voted to use these funds to upgrade facilities in the Bennett 
exchange. We were notified in September that the USDA-Rural Utilities Service 
approved our 2-year extension to the existing S42 Loan for the fiber to the home 
upgrade in the Bennett Exchange, with advanced broadband technology upgrade 
within the town. This project is slated to begin in 2017.

Eastern Slope continues to perform necessary maintenance to bring reliable 
services to our members. It is our goal to “ring” our fiber network, to ensure that 
redundancy exists in all of our exchange areas. We have placed the necessary 
electronic equipment, and we anticipate the project will be complete in early 
2017. All this happens behind the scenes to keep your services reliable and 
outage free!

Proudly, Eastern Slope will be celebrating our 65th Anniversary in 2017! We 
are planning a big celebration in June to commemorate this milestone. We were 
formed in 1952 to bring communications services to rural Eastern Colorado. The 
technology has changed; our mission has not! Rest assured, your cooperative will 
seek new opportunities for success and continue to provide the quality services 
that you expect.

Wishing you a blessed New Year!

  Pat



 Password Safety - Protect Yourself       by Jarred Demoret

 In today’s digital world a strong password is our first line of defense against cyber 
intruders and imposters. I want to take the time to talk about passwords, password 
strategies, and how to effectively deploy a password plan that works for you.  First and 
foremost, let’s address the biggest problem with passwords, using the same one for every 
site. In a survey conducted by CSID, 61% of consumers reuse passwords among 
multiple websites. While this is an easy option, it is also the least effective. Let’s say your 
Facebook account is compromised, that person now has the password to your online 
banking account, e-mail account, Amazon account, and other services that contain sensitive 
information. For a lot of us, it’s time to implement a new plan. 
 Attackers have more tools at their disposal than ever, so it’s important to know what 
makes a good password. First off, take any word you can find in a dictionary and cross it 
off your list. These are not good passwords. Passwords need to be random and include four 
types of characters (upper and lower case letters, numbers, and punctuation). Longer 
passwords are best. The longer the password, the greater the number of possible 
combinations of characters an attacker must cycle through to find a match. Use a minimum 
twelve to fourteen characters. Think passphrases rather than passwords.
 Now that we know what to look for in a password, it’s time to think of how we are 
going to remember all of these new unique passwords. The old method of writing them 
down and storing them in a safe place still works, however this can become monotonous 
and overwhelming. I recommend looking into a password vault. Services like LastPass, 
RoboForm, and Dashlane provide users with the ability to store and even generate new 
passwords. 
 Last but certainly not least, look for, and enable, Two Factor Authentication. This is 
a functionality provided by many online services that will utilize something that only that 
user has on them. This usually comes in the form of a cell phone. The service will provide 
you with a call or text that contains a one-time random code that grants you access to the 
service. Also, as a side note of this feature, if you begin receiving an alarming amount of 
calls/codes you have not requested, this can act as a warning to the account owner that 
somebody is trying to gain access.
 Remember it is important to protect your information. If you see 
that a service you use has been compromised, it’s time to change your 
passwords. I implore  our readers to investigate the intricacy of their 
current password scheme and make the appropriate changes necessary to 
ensure their personal data remains just that, Personal.
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                                 Snickerdoodle Cobbler 
                                                                           http://www.callmepmc.com/snickerdoodle-cobbler/

Ingredients

6 tbsp butter (real butter, no substitutes)          1 tsp vanilla extract
1 1/2 c self-rising flour            1/2 tbsp cinnamon
1 1/2 c sugar              1 1/2 c packed light brown sugar
3/4 c milk              1 1/2 c hot water

Instructions
1. Preheat oven to 350°; 2. Melt butter in 9x13 in pan; 3. In a mixing bowl,
combine flour, sugar, milk, flavoring and cinnamon; 4. Stir to combine,
but do not over-mix; 5. Pour over melted butter; 6. Sprinkle brown sugar
over top of batter; 7. Carefully pour hot water over butter and batter. Do 
not stir; 8. Cook 30 to 35 minutes until golden brown.

     6 to 8 servings

Check out 
ESTech TV

on our website
www.esrta.com

or call the
Business Office
719-743-2441

I joined Eastern Slope in February of 2015. As the office assistant, most of my 
time is spent interacting with our customers, both face to face and over the 
phone. I graduated from Genoa-Hugo in 2003, and attended college at the 
University of Nebraska. I spent several years working and living in different cities 
before moving back to Hugo in 2009 just before my son was born. My time out 
side of work is spent with my family, most especially my son. My large family is 
mostly all local, and my son and I spend countless hours attending high school 
sporting events supporting my brother and cousins. It is a blessing to live where 
my son can see his grandma and great-grandma every day. In my free time I                           
enjoy reading, outdoor activities, and attending concerts.


